212                             ELECTRICAL ATTRACTIONS.                     [ART. 417
Ex. A straight line Y is drawn on the plane xy parallel to Oy. Prove that the quantity of electricity on the side of Y remote from 0 is - E<j>lir where <f> is the angle AYB'.
415. (2) If the angle %Qz = vr/S we divide the circle into six parts by three diameters and place A, A', A" \ B, B', B" just before and just after the alternate divisions. If we suppose each A to be occupied by + E and each B by — E, it is obvious that both the planes xy, yz are level surfaces of zero potential. In the same way we may sketch the figure for the angle xOz = tr/n and in all these cases the surface density at any point Q on either boundary can be written down by Green's rule, (Art. 395).
Ex. Prove that the quantity Q of electricity on the plane xOy is - E (IT - 30)/?r where B is the angle A Ox.
416. Ex. 1. A long rod uniformly charged with electricity is placed perpendicular to a large conducting plane and with an end nearly in contact with the plane; show that if the plane be put in connexion with the earth, the density of the electricity induced on the plane will vary inversely as the distance from the rod.                                                                                   [Caius Coll. 1880.]
Place a similar oppositely electrified non-conducting rod on the other side of the plane. The plane is then a level surface of zero potential of the two rods and the electricity can be found by Green's method.
Ex. 2. A uniformly attracting rod is placed parallel to a large conducting plane. Prove that, if the plane is put in connexion with the earth, the density of the electricity at any point of the plane will vary inversely as the square of the distance from the rod.
Ex. 3. A conductor is bounded by the surface of a sphere, whose centre is at the origin, and by the rectangular planes xy, yz • the non-conducting medium being the portion of the positive quadrant inside the sphere. The system is acted on by an electrical point of given intensity, situated in the non-conducting medium, whose coordinates are x, y, z. Find the surface density at any point of the boundary. [Use seven other electrical points situated in the conducting me dium.]
417. A simple condenser. Let a portion S of the surface of a conductor A be so near the surface of another conductor A' that the distance 9 between them at any point is a very small fraction of the radii of curvature of each surface, and let ft, j3' be the potentials of the conductors. It is required to find, to a first approximation, the distribution of electricity on the neighbouring surfaces.
Let P, P' be two points on the conductors on the same line of force; p, p the surface densities at these points; F, F' the forces just outside the conductors at P, P' measured in the direction PP'. Then top = F} 4mp' = - F'. By Taylor s theorem

